50 EPICUREAN SENTENTIA ON PROVIDENCE AND DIVINE JUSTICE
The Epicurean was thus a formidable opponent who had given much
thought to a general problem of humanity, and the Greco-Roman
Epicurean model of our sententia was an effective formulation of the
position of the Epicurean School. That the sententia (yvdJP:T}) in general
had become increasingly academized and "lionized" in the time of the
early Empire is clear from its intensive and clever use in the "declama
tion", especially the advanced controversia, as the collection of Seneca
the Elder, and his own criticism of the over-use of sententiae, demon
strate (c. 55 B.C. - 37/41 A.D.).11l The progymnasmata and related
works, widely used as guides and patterns for the rhetoricians, were
at the height of their importance in this period. Popular examples are
the works of Lupus Rutilius (1st ct. A.D.), Theon, (Ps.- ?) Hermogenes
(both 2nd ct.), and Aphthonius (fl. c. 400). The latter three treated the
use and importance of the sententia in detail.
Epicurus' denial of Providence and the impiety accusation are the
themes of declamations of the suasoria type in the rhetorical exercises of
the time, as they are reflected in the later collection of Himerius.us
Such a coinage as ours, epitomizing Epicureanism in the literary
form of the sententia, was thus useful to the proponents of t almudic
culture as a clear target in their own dogmatic struggles against in
digenous Epicureanism, just as it was for patristic culture. In this
struggle the Talmudists chose to deal only with those aspects of Epi
cureanism that were well-known and represented a particular threat to
their way of life, making this selection perhaps without knowing (or
evaluating) the entire system. This is true, however, also of the Greco
Roman anti-Epicurean rhetoricians.us
It is intriguing to speculate why so little biblical material was used
to formulate this polemical struggle. From the period of the Sumerian
Job to that of his latterday Hebrew embodiment, and beyond, canonical
books of wisdom had complained about the injustice of fortune and
had frequently found a solution to this dilemma; and hedonism, in
one form or another, was known not only in the West. We must thus
assume that the Greco-Roman pattern of polemic was felt to have
been at least equally adequate. Epicureanism was, furthermore, the
slogan of a contemporary way of life and had to be fought as such by
attacking its original formulation in its very impressiveness. Here, as
so often elsewhere 114 the talmudic sages seem to have had an opportu
nity for applying their technical-rhetorical equipment which they
shared with their Greco-Roman colleagues as representatives of a
similarly structured scholar-bureaucracy and for which there was
<lnn" ..."nt.lv " ,."".~v ".nil nnilprRt.ll.nflinl1 ll,nfli",ncp..

PART THREE

THE MID RASH OF BEN ZOMA AND
BEN ZOMA IN THE MID RASH
1. AN HEUREMATOLOGICAL

ORATION

Ben Zoma (fl. c. no A.D.) is the reported author of a midrashic item
in which Greco-Roman rhetorical material and formal treatment are
strongly in evidence. This item is represented in only slightly differing
versions in Tos. Ber.,! BT Ber.58a, and JT Ber. 13c, IX. 2. 2 The version
of BT Ber. reads as follows :3
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Our Rabbis taught :4 He who sees crowds of Ieraeltites)» says
"Blessed be the Discerner of Secrets",
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for the m.ind of each is unlike the other
and their features (or personalities) are unlike one another.
Ben Zoma saw (once]" a crowd
on a terrace of the Temple Mount."
Said he : "Blessed be the Discerner of Secrets, 8
Blessed be Who created all these to serve me".
(for ?) he used to say (for he once had said) :9
"How many labors labored Adam (or early Man)
until he found his bread to eat:
he ploughed and sowed and harvested and sheaved and threshed
and winnowed
and assorted (the ears) and ground and sifted (the flour) and
kneaded and baked 10
and (only) after (all) this he ate.
But I rise 11 and find all these prepared before me.
And how many labors labored Adam (or early Man)
until he found a garment to put on :
he sheared and cleaned (the wool) and combed and spun and
wove 12
and (only) after (all) this he found a garment to put on.
But I rise and find all these prepared before me.
Many crafts(men) 13 rise early and come to the door of my house,
and I rise and find all these (things) before me. 11

It is evident that b. Zoma's composition is designed to express grat
itude for the progress of civilization within and through a multi-talented
society and the ensuing division of labor which brings benefits to the
individual, especially the Sage.
The history and evaluation of civilization is, of course, one of the
great continuous themes of Greco-Roman literature, and of its myth,
philosophy, historiography, and scientific inquiry alike. It comprises
a great many, often contradictory, approaches and views, and found
its expression in a number of literary genres. Those who made impor
tant contributions to this theme, or preserved significant material
for posterity, are among the decisive names of the ancient world:
Hesiod (c. 700 B.C., but not Homer); Xenophanes (c. 580 - c. 478);
Anaxagoras (c. 500 - c. 428) and his pupil Archelaus; Aeschylus (525/
24-456); Sophocles (c. 496-406); Euripides (4851-4061; Empedocles
(c. 493 - c. 433) ; possibly Leucippus (fl. c. 440) ; Democritus (c. 460-370) ;
Diogenes of Apollonia(fl. c. 435); the Sophists Protagoras (after 485 - c.
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415), Gorgias (483-376), Hippias (c. 481-411), Antiphon (c. 480-411),
Critias (c. 460-403), and Prodicus (fl. c. 435); Herodotus (c. 485-425) ;
Thucydides (c. 460/55 - c. 400) ; Isocrates (436-338); Plato (c. 429-347) ;
Xenophon (c. 430-354); Aristotle (384-322); Moschion (4th ct.) ;
Theophrastus (372/69-288/285); Dicaearchus (contemporary of the
former, influenced Josephus); Euhemerus(fl. c. 300); Epicurus (342/41
271-70) and his disciple Hermarchus (c. 325 - c. 250); Hecataeus of
Abdera (c. 300); Zeno the Stoic (335-262); Hermippus (fl. 3rd ct.);
Aratus (271-213); Polybius (c. 2031-120); Posidonius (after 135 - c. 50);
Varro (116-27); Lucretius (c. 94-55); Cicero (106-43); Diodorus (Sicu
Ius, fl. c. 60 - c.20 B.C.); Vergil (70-19 B.C.); Vitruvius (architect,
under Augustus who reigned 27 B.C. - 14 A.D.); Philo Judaeus (of
Alexandria, c. 30 B.C. - c. 45 A.D.) ; Manilius (fl. c. 10 B.C. - 10 A.D.) ;
Seneca (c. 5 B.C. - 65 A.D., many of his letters epicureanize) ; Pliny the
Elder (23/24-79 A.D.); Musonius Rufus (before 30 - c. 101/02); Dio
of Prusa (Chrysostom, c. 40 - after 112); Plutarch (c. 46-120); Philo
of Byblos (64-161) ; Diogenes of Oenoanda (fl. c. 150 or200, Epicurean) ;
Athenaeus (fl. c. 200); Aelianus (c. 170-235); Diogenes Laertitus
(fl. c. 250) ; and Porphyry (232/3 - c. 305).14
The Old Comedy (5th-4th cts., so Pherecrates and Aristophanes) had
already poked fun at anthropological theories and the New Comedy
(4th ct., so Philemon the Elder) and later specimen (Athenion) followed
suit. 1s Athenaeus, in his Deipnosophistaev» felt urged to offer a parody
of the catalogues of inventors which had multiplied with the increasing
interest in heurematology, i.e., the inquiry into the inventors of the
basics of civilization.!?
This formidable galaxy is continued by the Church Fathers, among
them Lactantius (c. 300), Eusebius (c.300), and Augustine (354-430),
and by medieval antiquarians who still preserved important ancient
materials, as, e.g., Tzetzes (12th ct.).18
In welcoming the progress of civilization, the b. Zoma passage
parallels that trend of Greco-Roman tradition which likewise endorses
the achievements of man and/or expresses gratitude for the civilizing
gifts (or stolen properties) of the gods. This feeling of achievement and
the confident mood, however, quite prevalent among the educated of
the Hellenistic-Roman Age,19 was counterbalanced by a nostalgia for
less complex times and a lost Golden Age, a mood which in its extreme
expression was tantamount to the proposition that civlization had
steadily declined and degenerated, or was an evil to begin with. 2o
Finally, systems, or ad hoc formulations, which combined both
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evaluations emerged, the most influential being that of the Stoic Posi
donius, which asserted man's technical ascent but moral decline. The
notes of triumph of the Epicurean Lucretius are tinged with spells of
cynicizing pessimism and Seneca makes a somewhat artificial attempt
in his 90th Epistle to praise his privileged status but condemn the
complexities of culture which made his leisure possible.
A survey of some Greco-Roman treatments of the history of civiliza
tion, especially -but not exclusively- those which endorse progress,
reveals remarkable parallels to b. Zoma's composition. Such a related
treatment --a syndrome of philosophumena, moods, literary motifs,
and motemes (i.e., the smallest meaningful units, such as keywords,
symbols, and similes)- is, e.g., found in Plato's Republic, especially
in 369c ff.21
1. In this work necessity as the creator of a division of labor and the
need to SErve and benefit one another are stressed throughout 22 (cf.
b. Zoma's "to serve me"). In 372a the ideal social order is visualized
and summarized: the craftsmen will make bread and wine (cf.b.Zoma's
symbol for all food: bread) and garments and shoes (cf. b. Zoma's
"garment"). A further amplification of the theme introduces "they
will provide meal and flour", and "kneading and cooking these... "
will finally produce "cakes and loaves" (cf. b. Zoma's specifications).
In 374d-e it becomes clear that this division of labor requires more
leisure for the task of the "guardians" (Sage-philosopher-statesmen)
than for all other crafts and endeavors.w This seems to be the meaning
also of b. Zoma's proud deliberations : the various craftsmen "serve
me".24 The division of labor must create the necessary condition for
the free exercise of the highest "craft" of the Sage. 25 The talmudic
passage does thus not imply a preoccupation with one's self and an
egocentric utilitarianism, as b. Zoma's utterance has been misread by
critics of the Talmud 26 but an alignment with this Sage-ideology
eminent in both cultures. To be sure, this division of labor has an
enlightened self-interest at its base but the existence of the Sage, and
of all other crafts and professions, makes possible an interchange of
"give ... and take",27 and thus guarantees the ideal order of the state.
Both the Republic and b. Zoma's oration require the differences of
human dispositions, according to Nature 28 and according to Creation,
resp., as a basis for their demonstrations of a just practical order.
In b. Zoma's passage the impression of a somewhat foreign element
in the strong stress on the full division of labor is inescapable, since it
is a teaching that did not become generally accepted in talmudic culture.
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Rather, the talmudic Sage was supposed (or forced by circumstances)
to acquire an actual handicraft himself beside the "craft" of the Sage,
a situation which approximates the Greco-Roman cynicizing ideal
of the Sage who does manual (if not menial) labor or possesses a handi
craft. 29
The anonymous halakhic preamble which makes a blessing of crowds
obligatory (lines 1-2) includes b. Zoma's formulation "Blessed be the
Discerner of Secrets" as well as reminiscences of another source -see
note 32- and is thus later than b. Zoma's oration, and perhaps
created in the wake of Meir's effort (a generation later) to increase
blessings even to one hundred a day.3o In this undertaking, incidents
and coinages of tannaitic Sage stories may have become the bases of
permanent benedictions.» The blessing in b. Zoma's oration (lines 7-8),
however, is original and, as we shall see, part of the total profile of the
Greco-Boman pattern. 32
Plato designed similar sketches of the ideal human society in two
other dialogues: the Gorgias and the Protaqoras.
2. In the Gorgias Socrates thus briefly distinguishes a class of
crafts which is menial and provides
"Food ... , drink,
clothing, bedding, shoes, or anything else which
our bodies require " (517d).
Among the purveyors of these things are
" ... baker or cook or weaver or cobbler or tanner... who are
servants to the body" ,33
and, being "servile and menial and non-liberal in their care of the
body" (518), have to be governed by the (higher) arts of gymnastics
and medicine which will employ their products (517e). Obviously,
keywords similar to b. Zoma's prevail throughout : food, clothing,
baker, weaver, to serve; and a syndetic enumeration, in this instance
of crafts, is found in the middle of the harangue.s
3. The use of the Prometheus-Epimetheus myth makes Plato's
Protagoras 35 somewhat different from the two previous dialogues.
Still, the keywords and the division of labor remain. Prometheus en
dowed the first men with the skills of the arts (and the use of fire, 321d,
thus creating the division of labor, 322c-d), and they, in turn, soon in
vented houses,
and clothes and shoes and bedding, and obtained food from the
soil (322a).
Yet it was the deity, Zeus, who had to interfere and create society
through the appointment of Hermes who thus saved a scattered man
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kind. Thus both, society and division of labor, are ultimately of divine
origin, as in b. Zoma's Midrash.
4. Another such influential treatment of our theme is found in Lucre
tius' fifth book of de rerum natura, a syncrisis of the primitive and the
advanced ages in human civilization. Of particular interest here are
the concluding passages 1350-1457. The section on the gradual im
provement of the textile and garment production, 1350-1360, is followed
by that on cultivation, 1361-1378, yet when Lucretius has to summarize
these developments 36 the order is reversed and resembles b. Zoma's :
Man grew tired of primitive food (acorns), rejected a bedding of
herbage and leaves, and came to despise his aboriginal dress of pelts
(1416-1418). The section on the individual stages of the preparation of
garments (1350-1360) mentions in rapid enumeration
treadles, spindles. shuttles, and beams:
insilia ac fusi radii scapique ... (1353).

This positive if not triumphant note is also palpable (perhaps less
boastful) in b. Zoma's concluding lines.
5. Plato's endorsement of a structured society had to be reversed by
Seneca once he assumed the pose of rejecting progress in a cynicizing
fashion in his famous 90th Epistle. 3 8 It represents an attempt to dis
prove Posidonius' contention that the Sage (or philosophy) created
the inventions and crafts of man.w To Seneca society is merely and
unnecessarily kept busy -and noisy- "through all these crafts,,"4o
In attacking Posidonius Seneca mentions that the former gave a
detailed description of weaving (90.20), and in Seneca's report this
represents again such an enumeration (catalogue, list) of activities
(which may have appeared in this form already in Posidonius' work) :
... first, threads are twisted... , etc.,
next, the threads are stretched ... , etc.,
then, thread is ... united with warp. 41

Apparently, an enumeration of this sort has now become a requirement
in such items. Early man is also with Lucretius the weaver (cf. Adam's
activities), the division of labor in weaving involving woman, having
occurred only subsequently (1355f.).
A similar enumeration, yet alleviated by a continuous alternation
of active and passive verbs and grammatical subject, mainly for the
sake of poetical form, is discernible in the section on cultivation. Still,
a rapid sequence of themes emerges:
sowing, grafting, planting, cultivating, improving, tilling, and,
as nouns (and results) :
tilled lowlands, meadows, pools, streams, crops, vineyards, olive
trees, orchards, ornamentals (1361-1378).

Apparently Posidonius then proceeded to design a similar but much
longer list on the farmer-miller-baker (cf. b. Zoma). Seneca merely
mentions
ploughing, sowing, weeding (19.21)

The book concludes with yet another enumeration of cultural
achievements, this time quite simple:
1448 Navigia atque agri culturas
moenia leges arrna vias vestes (asyndeton)
et cetera de genere horum,

Seafaring vessels and agriculture,
ramparts, laws, arms, roads, clothing,
and all the rest of this sort.

The acme of achievement is here also the present (or a level continued
in the present), a view not unexpected with one of the foremost repre
sentatives of Epicureanism:
... ad summum donee venere cacumen,
... until they reached their loftiest height (1457).37

and immediately proceeds to the milling (22) which involves
rubbing and crushing, followed by
sprinkling, kneading, molding, baking. 43
According to Seneca, Posidonius further claimed 43 that the sapiens
was responsible for all inventions (31).44 Seneca, however, indignantly
rejects this claim. It is not the task of wisdom and philosophy to bother
with petty and ridiculous luxuries and contraptions (7-10, a famous
cynicizing passage). A lower form of intelligence is reponsible for the
inventions. Even if the Sage (not qua Sage but as an artisan) invented
some of these things, he handed them soon enough over to more menial
ministrants (sordidioribus ministris, 25, recalling b. Zoma's "to serve
me"). This then is the division of labor which works for the otium
(leisure) of the Sage, enabling him to deal with his own task (Nature,
Truth, Virtue) to which all other tasks are merely ancillary. With this
very last point b. Zoma would agree, but his initial blessings show him
to be more positively inclined toward the tasks of the artisans.
6. The enumeration is found also with an earlier all important
representative of rhetorical literature, i.e., Cicero, in his passage on
human helpfulness in de officiis, II. iii. Llff., where we hear that without
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manus et ars, i.e., the use of the human hand and technology, there
would be

no health care, no navigation, no agriculture, no harvesting, no
storage of fruits and produce, etc.
As protection from the rigors of the cold Cicero mentions housing rather
than clothes (13). This list is finally concluded by the introduction of
the vita communis (iv, 13f.).
Significantly, a summary of the contribution of the arts (technology)
to the worthwhileness of life (iv. 15) uses successive rhetorical exclama
tions: "what pleasures ... what comforts ... , " etc., and must be com
," lines
pared with b. Zoma's similar device: "how many labors
10 and 16, sttpra.
Cicero's discourse culminates in a statement on the division of labor:
in giving and receiving, dando et accipiendo, through mutual exchange
of commodities and conveniences 45 we lack nothing, anticipated in the
famous formulation homines hominibus maxime utiles esse possunt,
"men, to men, can be most useful" (ii. 11), and followed by the demand
that man should gain the other's favor and attach him to his service(s),
ad usus suos adiungere (v. 17).46 In others words, the ~31D~1D"-motif
of b. Zoma seems to be a reflection of sketches of this type. True, in
Cicero's discourse there is no express mention of primitive man, but the
achievements of civilization are projected against a virtual primeval
starting point. Finally, the existence of individual gifts and talents in
people for the performing of the different tasks of society had been
mentioned earlier in Cicero's work: 1. 98, 107f., 113. 47
7. In de esu carmium I. ii (Moralia 993A f.), an effective pro-vegeta
rian tract, Plutarch makes an imaginary chorus of early men address
his own carniverous contemporaries :48

o

blessed ones and god-beloved, you who are living now, upon
what eon of life have you chanced, you who reap and enjoy a
bounteous heritage of good things! (Cf. b. Zoma's lines 15 and 22.)
What abundant vegetation (is there) for you; what vintage you
reap; what wealth from (the) fields; what pleasures may you gather
from (the) trees! 49

Here we have not only some of the ingredients of our syndrome but
parallels of literary devices to boot: the macarismus, i.e., the enco
miastic benediction-like exclamation, the Seligpreisung (beginning
with JLuKaptOL), extended by a synonymous parallel (theophileis,
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"god-beloved", cf. the twofold "blessed" of b. Zoma),»« and five rhetor
ical exclamations (ofov, ocm [twice] oerov, oerus). B. Zoma uses two such
exclamations, lines 10 and 16 (l17.J:l, 'l17.J:l) but in the second part of his
oration, on the grateful and the ungrateful guest, he uses four (to be
discussed, infra).
The catalogue-enumeration is not too well represented in Plutarch's
item. The mention of the diet of primitive man is closest: mud, bark,
grass, root(s), acorns (993E), but this enumeration is attenuated by the
use of several connecting verbs.
8. Plutarch's macarismus suggests that this rhetorical-emotive
device may be an older optional component of the syndrome. Indeed,
in the Plutus (383 B.C.) of Aristophanes, 160ff., Chremylus praises
Plutos (Wealth) in a left-handed, witty encomiastic formula:
... and all arts (dXVUL) because of thee 50 and (all wise) crafts
(eroePterJLuru) among men were invented.sThis is followed by an enumeration which lists various occupations
(the "division of labor" theme) :
This one (0 JLEv) sits and cobbles (162), another works in bronze
(163),
to be followed, in turn, by nine asyndetic 0 oE, "that one" (works
in wood, in gold, waylays, burgles, fulls <cloth>, washes skins, tans,
sells onions, commits adultery 1).
Later on, in a syncrisis, Penia (-Poverty) demonstrates that without
her no one would work, since techne and sophia would depart: "Who
would work in bronze", etc., and, inevitably, eight other occupations
follow, all introduced by ~, "or" (506ff.). In another such catalogue,
535ff., in which products are listed, the garment is mentioned among
many others (lJLur{ov ... 540), products of the baker and tools for
kneading (543f.). The ploughman had been mentioned earlier in 514.52
In 517ff. the thought is expressed that all these strenuous (and often
smelly) taks could be performed by servants (8€pa7TOVr€s) but Poverty
has to remind Chremylus that without her there would be no such
thing. Although quite different in detail, the Greek equivalent of the
Hebrew moteme ~W7.JID", "to serve me", is here apparent.
This lavish syncrisis which implicitly projects primitive life against
civilization is, apart from social satire, apparently also a parody on
such philosophical reflections on civilization and on the related heure
matology. 53
9. Another fairly complete syndrome includes a startling detail
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that also occurs with b. Zoma. Cicero's Tusculan Disputations, 1.
xxv. 61£., represents another sketch of the achievements of civilization,
in which a discussant called M by Cicero explores the properties of
memory.s- He begins :
What then is that power which investigates (traces, tracks out)
secrets (ilia vis... quae investigat occulta) which is (also) called
invention (or inventiveness) and (creative ~) thinking (quae inventio
atque cogitatio dicitur) ~
The formula "investigates secrets" is reasonably close to b. Zoma's
C"T';' c:m "Discerner of Secrets", especially in view of the fact that
c:m frequently means "to be skilful, expert". In either oration the topics
of early man, inventions, and areas of human enterprise follow, and
in either case they are declared to be the creations of the Deity (63
end).» The macarismus as well as the rhetorical question may introduce
a subject that is to be praised.
M. continues to speak of earth-derived man who achieved the naming
of things (61/62),56 gathered the scattered to institute society.!? invented
writing, and discovered astronomy (62). Great were also those who
had still earlier discovered

fruits, raiment, dwellings, and ordered life,58 strongholds against
the beasts (qui fruges, qui vestitum, qui tecta, qui cultum vitae,
qui praesidia contra feras invenerunt, 62).
He thus distinguishes two levels of achievement, and mankind passed
a necessariis artificiis ad elegantiora, from the indispensable crafts to
the higher arts (ibid.). B. Zoma's composition likewise distinguishes
similar levels, and similarly uses the asyndetic enumeration to
dramatize the second level. Cicero's sequence closes with the brief
encomium of Archimedes and his divine genius (63).59
If, indeed, b. Zoma's C~T,;,c:m, "Discerner of Secrets", is connected
with Cicero's thought (or a later form of it), the Hebrew formula may
have originally meant (rendered paraphrastically) "Blessed (Who
creates) the investigator of the secrets (of Creation; i.e., the inventor)".
It would thus be a benediction on the usefulness of inventions rather
than a benediction on the variety of human disposition, but both would
lead to the division of labor.
It thus seems that the over-all scheme that underlies b. Zoma's
composition had been well established in Greco-Roman rhetoric for at
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least 150 years (Cicero) before the floruit of b. Zoma, but was still
fully active and ever enriched from that time on to his own days
(Plutarch).
The major contributors to this topos, however, did not limit them
selves to complete sketches. In addition, they frequently alluded to the
topos in their works. Other writers and orators, too, referred to it or
used it briefly without contributing a full version of their own. From
these partial and fragmentary treatments some further comparative
detail can be gained for the understanding of b. Zoma's item.
1. The view that primitive man possessed already all crafts 60 is
opposed by another conception of classical tradition, i.e., that he was
originally devoid of all skill and experience and in a state of misery,»
or, owing to a Golden Age, was amply supplied with everything, or,
although primitive, was entirely without want. 62 B. Zoma must thus
have met that tradition according to which early man possessed the
knowledge of the basic crafts but without the division of labor. How
Adam acquired these skills -"little by little", through experience, as
with Diodorus, 1. viii. 7, or through need and necessity as with the
Epicureans- is not mentioned and also of no import in understanding
the item. 63 B. Zoma, however, may have believed with the Stoics in
the inventiveness of the Sage, Adam himself having been a "Sage",
since we do have midrashic materials for this poesibility.s
2. Other such briefer Greco-Boman items illuminate the theme
~3lD~lD" "to serve me", i.e., the idea that the craftsmen, the fabri,
through the division of labor, make the highest "craft", that of the
Sage, possible. The Sage, in turn, can and must utilize this division of
labor.
As we have seen the idea of service was ubiquitous in the HellenisticRoman Age. Thus Seneca, de otio III, writes:

It is, of course, required of man that he should further (be useful
to, benefit) (other) men; if it can be done, many; if not, few. (Hoc
nempe ab homine exigitur ut prosit hominibus, si fieri potest,
multis, si minus, paucis.)
Quite famous is Pliny's formulation, possibly from a Stoic source,
nat. kist. II. v. 18f. :
deus est mortali invare mortalem,
god(like) is for man to serve man. 65
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Diodorus, in introducing his sketch of social evolution, 1. 1, appeals
to mankind to be grateful to the "universal" historians, "for by their
individual labors (efforts) they endeavored to help 'universal' life."66
We cannot be overly astonished to find in the final stages of this devel
opment almost the words of b. Zoma, uttered by Seneca in one of his
Epistles, LXIV. 7 :
veneror itaque inventa sapientiae inventoresque, adire tamquam
multorum hereditatem iuvat. Mihi ista adquisita, mihi laborata
sunt: I venerate therefore the inventions of wisdom and the
inventors; it is gratifying to take possession of the heritage of
many, so to speak. (All) this (pl.) is increased (procured) for me,
(all) this (pl.) is labored for me.
This must be compared with b. Zoma's line 8 : "Blessed be Who created
all these to serve me".67 Both are grateful and appropriate the achieve
ments of former generations that had created the condition for the
situation of the contemporary Sage. 68 Nevertheless, there is a cleavage
between the non-liberal occupations and that of the Sage, the distinc
tion being quite pronounced with Seneca. In Ep. 88.21ff., quoting
an uncertain work of Posidonius, he specifies the four classes of skills
(genera artium) :
1. volgares, sordidae,69 referring to the workmen who maintain

life;
2. ludicrae,69 referring to the entertainers who cater to the "volup
tuousness'iw of eyes and ears; 70
3. pueriles: referring to the educators of boys who transmit the
JYKvd.tov> (sic) or liberal arts;
4. liberales, referring to the truly liberal, liberae (free), who are
concerned with virtue. 71
With b. Zoma there is merely the mention of the division of labor which
he gratefully endorses but no other express value judgment. Never
theless, this fact should not be overstated, and the keyword "serve
me" may quite well indicate the central position of the Sage in society
rather than the satisfaction of a private individual who enjoys ad
vanced technical comforts.
3. As shown previously, the mention of the farmer-miller-baker
and weaver-fuller-tailor as demonstration models of the progress of
civilization is well' established as a permanent feature for this literary
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topos. A few shorter Greco-Roman items shed some further light om
this stereotype.
The author of the (ps.-Platonic) Epinomis, 974d ff., mentions the
preparation of flour (and all of agriculture) and also, among other
things, weaving, as the foremost necessities of life. To Diodorus, 1.
viii., the first men lacked, among other things, clothing and food. 72
Our two crafts are connected also in a long and steady tradition
which describes their possible decadence through their misuse for
debilitating pleasure and senseless artificiality. Plato already referred
in a whimsical way to cookery that makes excessive claims (Gorgias
464d, cf. 462d-e) and to Thearion the Baker and Mithaecus who wrote
a Sicilian cookbook and provided dainties (ibid., 518b). Poverty's
mention of fancy raiment is, of course, incisively satirical in the Plutus,
530, but the reference to ploughing, 525, is merely sarcastic. Critical
views of the excesses of both crafts appear with the near-contemporaries
Philo and Seneca. The former speaks in one breath of the chefs-con
fectioners and the dye- and perfume makers 73 of his day who debilitate
the mind with their modish novelties (de plant. 159); the latter of
the superfluousness of silk fabric and the cook (and soldier, Ep. 90.15),
and of materialism as the creator of the workshop of the weavers (and
the carpenters), the savory smells of the professional cooks (and of elocu
tion and entertainment, 90.19)
4. A further indication that the syndrome "individual natures/
division of labor/divine sponsorship/progress" was still active close
to the tannaitic period is demonstrated by a twelve line passage in
Grat(t)ius Faliscus, Oynegeticon 2-12. 74 Mter the mention of primitive
man, we find
ex artibus artis proserere (8/9), from arts to plant the seed for
(further) arts,
primum auspicium deus artibus ... dedit (10/11), Deity gave the
first sponsorship to the arts,
tum partis quisque secutus exegere suas tetigitque industria finem
(11/12), then every man sought and adopted his (own proper)
parts (tasks) and Industry reached its goal.

A profile of this topos drawn from its major literary formulations
with its syndrome of motifs (themes), literary forms, and keywords
(omitting shades of opinion and detail) would have to show these ingre
dients:
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I Motifs (Themes) :75

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The predicament of early man.
Endorsement of civilizationary progress.
Individual talents created by higher power.
Individual talents the basis of division of labor.
Division of labor the basis of functioning society.
Division of labor the basis of Sage's leisure.
Sage's craft the highest.
The Sage's gratitude.

I I Literary Farms and Devices:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Introductory laudatory formula.
Enumerations of technical processes or crafts.
Syncrisis (of two stages of civilization).
Concluding laudatory formula.

III Keywords:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Praised ... , how great..., how many...
Early Man.
Natures, minds, many.
Farmer-miller-baker / weaver-fuller-clothier.
To serve, service, benefit.
For me (or "leisure").

The ubiquity of the topos in philosophy and the literary sources must
have been paralleled in oral popular rhetoric.t« Being thus represented
with the professional-administrational classes, in formal education,
and with the wandering popularizers, it must have easily reached the
Near East, the latter having been a political dependency of the West
for four centuries at the time of b. Zoma. The connection of the
topos with the sophos-ideology was probably an effective catalyst for
its adoption in the Judaic culture.
Ben Zoma's speculation on Adam and the history of civilization is
not an isolated case. To be sure the view of Rab (Abba Areka, 160/175
247),77 that Adam taught the crafts to all mankind, may be somehow
connected with b. Zoma's passage,78 but his view in BT Sanhedrin
59b that Adam was a vegetarian, may possibly reflect Greco-Roman
traditions regarding the vegetarianism of the first men. 79
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Tn another well-known passage 80 Adam's horror at the first expe
rience of the shortening days before the solstice resembles a Greco
Roman motif on early man which is alluded to in Lucretius' work,
V. 975f.; Manilius, Astronomicon 1. 66; Statius, The bais , IV. 282;
and Dio, Orat. XII (Olympic), 28ff., esp. 32. 81 A generation after
b. Zoma, Jose b. Halafta expresses the idea that Adam possessed
il37i, intelligence in "the pattern of the Deity", il'37~ ,~ il~1'i and thus
discovered the fire and introduced the mule into human civilization. 82
Adam is here again a Sage in the midrashic tradition but apparently
not unaffected by the Posidonian Sage who is also equipped with special
sophia-sapientia 83 and thus responsible for the basic inventions of
mankind. As pointed out before, an adaptation of Greco-Roman
heurematology to Hebraic settings was probably facilitated by the
precedent of Adam's naming of the animals in Genesis.sTo be sure, the possibility exists that this theme of Adam the Inven
tor is older than b. Zoma. 85 This, however, would not affect the conten
tion that b. Zoma's is basically a Greco-Roman oration, both in sen
timent and technical detail. A development parallel to this combination
of biblical beliefs and Greco-Roman ideas of early civilization took
place also in patristic thought, thus further illuminating the midrashic
phenomenon. 88

2. AN ORATION ON TABLE MANNERS AND GRATITUDE

In all sources b. Zoma's composition on the progress of civilization
is immediately followed by another item of his which appears to be
similarly related to Greco-Boman rhetoric. In this case much less
ground has to be covered in order to demonstrate this relationship.
The text reproduced here is composite in that JT is reproduced
beca use it reflects more closely the order and form of the presumed
Greco-Boman pattern, but some lines of the Tos. are chosen (A-C)
because they preserve richer detail, likewise closer to the pattern. In
any case, the differences between the three versions are quite minimal.

1:1 il'il1:1' 1
», n"N 2
n':1il ,»:1 ,~~ 'n':lN :'I~ ':1, 3
n':1il '37:1 ,~~ 'n'n~ il~ ':I, 4
" 'n':lN nnN nrrnn 5
" 'n'n~ 1'" 0':1 6
'~'N N~'l

'~'N ':'I~

"'....... ..:1: ...

n ....~

"0:1.•1:.......

TTY

5
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"'f'W ""f' ';I:l, 7
"1~' ,nl/)K ';I'~IU~ K';IN me N';I 8
'~'K ~'f' n"K ';I~K 9
n'~i1 ';I:l7~ ",~ 10
i1~'I'';I n'~i1 ';I:l7~ ,,:IT 11
'1£1';1 K'~i1 n13" '1'~ i1~:l A
'm';l K'~i1 mn-nn '1'~ i1~:l B
'1£1';1 K'~i1 mKpo,';Il '1'~ i1~:l C
'1£1';1 i1,f' n"f' i1~:l 12
n'f'l/) i1~ ';I:l 13
'';I'~l/)~ K';IK me K';I 14
,';I:Ytl K'll/)n ':l ,':IT 16
C'l/)lK

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
A
E
C
12
13
14
15
16
17

",'l/) 'l/)K 17

And b. Zoma had also once said :87
"What does a bad guest say?
'What then have I (really) eaten of the host's r
'What then have I (really) drunk of the host's!
'One slice (of meat) I ate of his l'
'A cup of wine I drank of his !'
'And all the trouble he inflicted (on himself)
he only inflicted for his wife's and his children's sake l'
But the good guest says:
'Praised be the host!'
'Remembered be the host for good !'
'How many kinds of wine did he bring before me I'
'How many kinds of cut (meat) did he bring before me 1
'How many kinds offine bread did he bring before me!'
'How much trouble did he take before me l'
'Whatever trouble he took,
he took only for my sake !' "
And Scripture thus says:
"Remember that you extol his deed
of which men (will) sing" (Job 36 :24).88

The passages which directly or indirectly seem to have been the
pattern for this item are found in Seneca's famous treatise on the spirit
of giving and of beneficial deeds, de beneficiis, which includes a treat
ment of the subject of gratitude as incumbent upon and characteristic
of the Sage (cf. Ep, 81. 13ff.). The subjects of beneficial deeds and grati
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tude loom large in Greco-Roman culture, especially with Stoics and
Epicureans, and are reinforced by the great role of friendship in Greco
Roman mores and thought. This entire area of inquiry partially
reflects the all-important economic relationship of client and patron of
late Republican and early Imperial Roman times. The significance
of these themes in the Augustan period and beyond 89 is underlined by
the prominence of the parasite and the glutton as well as the vulgar
"maecenas" in satire, comedy, and mime.
The special attraction of such themes to talmudic culture with its
strong interest in "manners" and considerate behavior (derekh 'ere?)
must have been in part their connection with the Sage who in Seneca's
curiously "paradoxical'tw formulation is the only one "who knows how
to repay gratitude (or return a favor)".»
Among the pattern passages for b. Zoma's item seems to have been
de beneficiis I. xiv. 1. Here Seneca complains that "whoever gives a
benefit (in this case a dinner invitation to his friends) is thanked by
no one".92 If this be at a public occasion, e.g., a convivium, the guest
may well say
1. What favor then has he bestowed upon me!
2. One he bestowed also on that one hardly known to him over
there!
and on that one over there, a hostile and abominable one!
3. Did he at all consider me worthy of it ?
4. In his sickness he was obsequious to his custom !93
The bad guest, minimizing in detail the circumstances of the occasion,
implies the host's motive to be selfishness (as also b. Zoma).
The reversal of the theme immediately follows, in xiv. 2. Mter a brief
transition in which Seneca reminds the host to make such an occasion
"personal", he makes the good guest say
1. I have received 94 the same as that one over there, but sponta

neously!
2. I have received 84 what that one over there long deserved.
3. There are some who have the same thing but not given with
the same words, not with the same graciousness of the giver.
4. That one received 94 as he asked; I did not ask.
5. That one received 94 being easily capable of repayment, even
being promisingly old and wantonly childless; to me more was
given, comparatively, because (it was given) without hope of
reciprocity.
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That this sequence is not a chance formulation but a rhetorical
scheme which could be applied to other similar situations is shown by
Seneca's employing it again in II. xxvi. 2ff., although in a somewhat
wordier version. Here, Seneca is considering the causes of ingratitude
(xxvi. 1). Among them is the exaggerated sense of one's own value
(xxvi. 2). The recipient of a favor may easily say
1. This he has given me but how 9S late, but after how 9S many
labors! 96
2. How 9S much more could I have attained if I had chosen to
cultivate X or Y, or myself! 97
3. This 98 I did not expect. I have been thrown together with the
multitude!
4. So little worthy he judged me?
5. (Concludingly) Better to have been passed up!

This item is not immediately reversed. Mter the intercalation of an
historical example and further specifications of the causes of ingratitude
(greed, ambition, jealousy) Seneca resorts briefly again to the same
literary pattern (II. xxviii. 1) :
This (hoc) he gave to me but to this fellow (illi) more, to that fellow
(illi) earlier! 99
The use of hoc and ille of the vocabulary of the earlier ungrateful recip
ient apparently serves here the function of evoking the earlier tirade
and preparing the reversal.tw after a brief appeal to leave jealousy
alone.
.
II. xxviii. 2-4 represents the reversal:
1. I should have received more but it was not easy for him to give
more; his generosity had to be divided among many.

Five other such "noble" sentiments follow, full of self-effacement,
objectivity, and empathy with the host, some being exclamations,
some rhetorical questions, some simple statement, all this resembling
the form of b. Zorna's item.
The pattern which underlies both the Latin and the Hebrew versions
is approximately the following:
The ungrateful guest-recipient
utters several complaints (use of epanaphora, of interrogatives and
emphatics),
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demeaning the banquet and intentions of the host-donor,
summarized in incisive negative value-judgments.
The contrasting amplificatio :
The good guest-recipient
utters the same number of (or slightly more) positive statements,
equally stereotyped,
(over-)evaluating and excusing the gift of the host-donor.
The stress on the personal ("me", "for me", etc.) is strong throughout
as is, naturally, the use of the first person. The approximate quantitative
balance between the positive and the negative statements, maintained
by both Seneca and b. Zoma, follows a rhetorical rule of style (pari
sosis).
The difference between the Greco-Roman and the Hebraic seems to
be mainly one of atmosphere, i.e., of the cultural setting, rather than of
ethics or metaphysics. The Greco-Roman mirrors clearly the patron/
client relationship and public prestige factors as well as the strong
competitiveness of upper Roman society whereas the Hebrew sources
focus on the family and more modest circumstances. The victuals
are simple and non-luxurious, representing the minimum of a festive
meal (wine, fine breads, meat), but still generous.w- Still, the difference
of atmosphere should not conceal the fact that the principal social
value and the literary form in both items are quite close to one another.
The question whether the unit on Adam and the item on the guest
once formed one oration is no longer answerable. The presence of the
theme of gratitude in both units is not decisive, since the redactory
technique of the compilers of Mishnah, Tosephta, and the Talmudim
consisted frequently in combining items on the grounds of keywords,
preferably those occurring initially. In this case the pertinent key
words could have been :l7~l~/n,,~ ("trouble"),
("blessed
be", especially considering the subject of the tractate, i.e., Berakhoth,
"Blessings"), possibly ~3~~~"/~"~:~: ("me", "for me"). The sequence
of the two items could therefore be the arrangement of the compiler.
Yet, there is no clear criterion for a reliable decision.
The strong similarity between Seneca's twofold attempt and b.
Zoma's item may indicate that the syncrisis of the good guest and his
bad counterpart (or the parasite and the true client) was also a rhetorical
school exercise for the practice of the rhetorician's eloquence and
ingenuity. It surely must have been a popular topos for the statement

"':/1,,:
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of the practical ethics of the sophos-ideology, and probably a fairly
standardized one as the comparatively close relationship of the tal
mudic item to the Greco-Roman pattern suggests. 102
3.

STOIC PARADOXA

Ben Zoma seems to have resorted to Greco-Roman rhetorical
materials beyond the preceding two items. Thus, in P.A. 4.1 (4.1-4,
Taylor) and its satellites AdRN, A, ch. 23 (p. 75f.), and B, ch, 33
(p. 72), b. Zoma seems to have used Stoic paradoxa :
••• C'N !;l::>~ ,~,!;lli !c::>n ,m'N 1
••• ,,~, TIN It':1,::>i1 !":1~ 'i1T"N 2
••• ,p!;ln:1 n~TDn !,'W ,m'N 3
Tl",:1i1 TlN

':1::>~i1 ! ':1'::>~

'i1T"N 4

1 Who is wise (or: a Sage) 1 Whoever learns from everyone.ws
2 Who is strong (or: a hero) 1 Whoever conquers his impulse.w
3 Who is rich (or: a rich man) 1 Whoever rejoices (is satisfied)
with his portion.
4 Who is honored (or: an honoree) 1 Whoever honors others (lit.
"the creatures").lOb
The Stoic paradoxa (mirabilia, admirabilia, inopinata) belong to
the most popular rhetorical formulas of antiquity, especially in the
period from 100 B.C. to 200 A.D. They state in an extreme and abrupt
form some of the major ethical premises of the Stoic concept of the
Sage 10" but were frequently augmented by other sophos materials,
especially of Epicurean and Cynical origin.w? Cicero, in his treatise
Paradoxa Stoicorum, discusses six in detail and likewise deals with
them in definibus IV. xxviif. 74-77 and pro Murena 60-66. The double
headings of his chapters, in Greek and Latin, could be freely rendered,
as to their essence, as follows:
1. Virtue is the only good.
2. Virtue alone is self-sufficient and alone achieves happiness.
3. All offenses are the same and all right deeds are the same (i.e.,
equally evil and equally meritorious. Most often fought or
ridiculed by others; often omitted in catalogues of paradoxes).
4. Only the Sage is sane.
5. Only the Sage is free.
6. Only the Sage is rich. lOS
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Catalogues and enumerations of Paradoxa, whether plain or lavishly
expanded ;109 discussions of them, whether pro or con; and allusions
to them, whether in poetry or prose, are extremely frequent in ancient
literature, especially in the rhetorical genres.
The paradozon. is not paradoxical in the contemporary sense. It is,
rather, according to the apt definition of Cleanthes, "against the
opinion", para - doxon, generally held by the public, i.e., it is startling,
contrary, non-conventional but not a-logical, contrary to reason. It
occurs in a number of different literary formulations the most frequent
being these:
1. A brief statement beginning with sapiens or ho sophos : The Sage
is, ... does, ... will, etc. (Seneca Ep. 81.10). The statement may also
begin with ,.,.6110" "only the Sage", as in Lucian's Piscator . 35, cor
responding to the Latin solus sapiens amicus est, "only a Sage is a
(true) friend" (Seneca, Ep. 81.11).
2. A propositional clause or sentence beginning with on, "that",
e.g., "that only the Sage is rich", as in all six superscriptions of Cicero's
work.
3. Stated negatively: None but the Sage , nemo ... nisi (praeter),
Seneca, Ep. 8.11, 13, ; negamus quemquam nisi, 81.10.
4. Reversed: speaking of the fool instead of the Sage, or, antithet
ically, of both: Only the Sage is free, only the fool a slave, etc. (Rich
material with Arnim, op. cit., loco cit.).
5. Introducing the ethical value as the grammatical subject; apud
sapientem esse ipsa honesta, "(only) with the Sage is (found) actual
honor (or 'virtue')", Seneca, Ep. 81.13.
6. Truly paradoxical and antithetical: Solos sapientes esse
si distortissimi sint, formo(n)sos
si mendicissimi, divites
si servitutem serviant, reges,
Only the Sages are, (even) if most ugly, handsome;
(even) if abjectly poor, opulent;
(even) if serving servitude, kings,
as in Cicero's pro Murena 61. 110
7. The rhetorical question and its answer as in P.A. 4.1 et al.:
"Who then is free f' "The Sage who masters himself".
Quisnam igitur liber 1 sapiens sibi (sibique, mss.) qui imperiosus.
(Horace, Satires II. vii. 83) III
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"Who then is Bane1" "He who's no fool".
Quisnam igitur sanus 1 qui non stultus.
(Horace, Sat. II. iii. 158) 112
The four choices of P.A. 4.1, i.e.,
1. Sagacious, 2. strong, 3. rich, 4. honored; or
1. Sage, 2. hero, 3. rich man, 4. honoree (honorability),

are approximated (with due allowance for minor variations) in Stobaeus
apud Arnim (all four out of four) ; Horace, Ep. I. 1. 106ff. (three out
of six); Lucian's Hermotimus 6 (three out of five);113 vitarum audio
20 (three out of seven);113 Nigrinus 1 (possibly three out of three) ;
Cicero, de fin. III. xxii. 75 (at least three out of eight); 2 Corinthians
6 :8ff. (three out of seven).
The reasoning behind the paradoxa -why, e.g., the Sage is rich
is rarely incorporated in these lists of paradoxa but rather in the
extensive essays in which they are found, and even in the context of
the satires.u- Quite often, the reasons given vary, or the same reasons
are found with different paradoxa. Even the constitutive elements of
the paradoxa themselves occasionally recombine.
That b. Zoma's details are characteristic of paradoxa is confirmed
by a number of significant parallels. Thus, the claim that the Sage
"learns from all men" is approximated in Stobaeus' Zeno quotation
apud Arnim, OTt EaTtv /-,?Je-rULEvos 7Ta.vToOev, "because he grows (is
augmented) from all quarters."ll5
The mention of self-conquest is extremely frequently found in the
paradoxa, although it is mostly freedom which is achieved by it, not
strength, as in Horace Ep., supra. Thus Cicero recommends refrenet ...
libidines, "let him curb his desires (cf. b. Zoma's "impulse") and repeats
cum cupiditatum dominatus excessit, "once the domination of desires
has passed" (Par. Stoic. 33 and 40) under the fifth paradox ("only the
Sage is free") but then treats also mastership, commandership (aliis
imperare, etc.) within the same section, 17. Perhaps ":11 meant si
milarly "master", or "lordly" in P.A. In de finibus 75, however, this
self-rule gives the Sage the title "king", a frequent paradoxic epithet.
Yet even the vocable "strong", "manly", "brave", is found in the
paradoxa, such as fortis (Varro), dv8peLoS" (Lucian, vito auct.), and
clv8poS" and iaxvpoS" (Zeno-Stobaeus), combined with ever varying
and yet similar teachings of self-rule. In other words, "free", "strong",
"lordly", "royal" are semantically related in the paradoxa thus
placing our Hebrew gibbiYr squarely into this category.ll6
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The third of b. Zoma's statements, on the truly rich one (dives,
7TAovaLos), represents Cicero's sixth paradox and is the most frequent
of all the paradoxa.o" The Hebrew uses practically the same vocab
ulary as the Greco-Roman sources, e.g., Cicero's Par. Stoic. 51 :
contentum ... suis rebus esse ... sunt ... divitiae,
to be content with one's things are riches. u s
The possible connotation of "joy" of the hebrew n~TD is paralleled in
the Epicurean-informed coinages of the paradoxa, such as Usener, fro
602 (d8aL/-,ovtas) and Seneca's Epistle II. 5,
honesta res est laeta paupertas (Usener, fro 475),
a noble thing is joyful poverty.ws
The fourth and last ofb. Zoma's paradoxes -that the Sage is honored
by honoring others- is represented with Horace's series in Epistle
I. i. 107 (honoratus), and, perhaps, Seneca, Ep. 81 (ipsa honesta, "actual
honor", see supra, Form #5).120 Perhaps the full implication of this
idea is expressed in an Epicurean "paradox" (Gnomologium Vaticanum
32):

o

TOU

aoepou

ae~aa/-,os

clyaOov /-'Eya

Q'
,/
TWV
ae/-,O/-,EVWV
eorc,

Honoring the Sage is a great bonum to the honorers,
who are, of course, sagelike, too. Honor is thus self-generating in those
who honor others, especially since the Sage's honor cannot come from
any outside source nor as a reward for his virtues. l2l Seneca's "if you
wish to be loved, love", seems to represent another variant. 1 2 2
Whether or not the proof texts are b. Zoma's, the paradoxa occur
anonymously without them even in talmudic Iiterature.ws in the
meeting of the "Elders of the South" with Alexander the Great and
are part of his ten questions.ws
The wide diffusion of this literary and ethical pattern with rhetorical
writers who just like b. Zoma were also civil servants of one type or
another, strengthens the result of this literary analysis: that b. Zoma
applies here a rhetorical commonplace, though an impressive and crea
tive one, which was prominent in Greco-Roman culture.iw
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4.

AN ANTI-EpICUREAN SORITES

In Aboth de R. Nathan, version B, chapter 33, Schechter, p.72, b.
Zoma is the author of a sorites :126
1

O,K 'VI ,~,~, r~n 'K

2

" n "K n~~il OK'
~':1n 'K rnl'" OK'

3

6

~l'n 'K n~:1il OK'
"~Kn 'K n~lil OK'
(sic) ":lK OK'

<I

5
7

'Vltl3 '1"0 K~~3 C'K "il

8

mn C"'~il "n~

9

K:1:"1 O"~il "n~'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Don't peek at a man's vineyard;
If you peeked, don't enter (lit., descend) ;
If you entered, don't look;
If you looked, don't touch;
If you touched, don't eat;
If you (lit., he) ate,127
You (lit., a man) will be found tearing your (his) soul (of,
Job 18 :4)
8 Off the life of This WorId
9 And the World-To-Come.

Schechter, n. 9, suggests ill C,K K~~3, "it will be found: this man is
tearing ... " (9).
The understanding of this item offers considerable difficulties.
1. The author of a late variant of our item thus suggests an allegory
of Israel. This variant sorites is found in the late Midrash collection
Seder Eliahu Rabba ... (sic; ed. M. Friedmann, Vienna-Warsaw, 1904,
1960, § 8 [§ 7), p. 43, preceding n. 31.).
Although the author given there is Eli'ezer the Great, i.e., b. Hyr
canus, (fl. 90 A.D.), this item is obviously dependent on b. Zoma's.
Its author reinterprets the original sorites by a clear initial statement:
"The vineyard of the Holy-One-Blessed-Be-He is the House of
Israel".128 Leaving the sorites form intact he ends with a summariza
tion of four of the five acts involved which also here lead to "being cut
off the World", Apparently he interprets the item as a warning to a
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potential exploiter or persecutor of Israel who is addressed in person.
The original terse formulation of the acts in b. Zoma's sorites (without
prepositions and direct objects), however, did not furnish adequate
wording for such an undertaking and the interpreter was forced to
modify them: the exploiter is warned not to "peek at it; enter into it·;
have enjoyment (or profit) from it; eat its fruits". This hardly relieves
the forcedness of the interpretation. Perhaps this late interpreter
wished to apply the item to some contemporary economic or political
dilemma in Midrashic fashion rather than reconstruct the original
meaning of the unit.
2. It has always been attractive to the conventional interpretation
of b. Zoma's adventures and sayings to see in them warnings of Gnosti
cism or some sort of ecstatic speculation. Again, the symbolism does
not fit. What, e.g., would "touch" be? Or "eating" ?
3. The Stoic allegory of philosophy as an orchard (or rich, fenced-in
field, D.L. VII. 40) is similarly ill-fitting. The Stoics, among others, did
indeed make such a comparison, logic being the wall (or fence), physics
the trees (or soil), and ethics the fruits (or crop) according to Sextus
Empiricus, Adv. Log. 1. 17 (D.L. interchanges the last two items).
Our sorites could thus have been a warning not to deal with philo
sophy nor any of its traditional subdivisions. There is little likelihood,
however, that b. Zoma would have condemned Greek philosophy
indiscriminately. Furthermore, in order to be effective, b. Zoma's
formulation would presuppose the general knowledge of this Greco
Roman simile (which is infrequently used even in Greco-Roman rhetoric)
with all, scholars and public alike.
4. B. Zoma's warning cannot refer to standard ethic and its catalogue
of transgressions, such as curiosity, trespass, greed, and theft, because
the gravity of the punishment is out of proportion. Even as a homile
tical exaggeration or metaphor of guilt it is too severe and explicit. 1 2 9
5. One could see a connection of b. Zoma's thought to that of his
colleague b. Azzai -a doubtful method in any case- i.e, that b.
Azzai's "one misdeed (transgression) draws another in its wake"
underlies our passage. 1 30 In this case one would have to assume further
intermediate links in this chain of transgressions of b. Zoma's sorites
to end up, finally, with eternal damnation. This procedure, however,
would represent an argumentum ex silentio and fly in the face of b.
Zoma's clear statement which connects damnation directly with these
rather innocuous transgressions.
6. It is most unlikely that our item reflects the Stoic teaching that
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all transgressions are equal in that they all fall short of an absolute,
i.e., virtue (Cicero's third paradox). Although b. Zoma, as we have
seen, knew Stoic paradoxes, the strong and ubiquitous stress of
talmudic culture on distinctions and gradation in law and ethics would
exclude any such consideration.
7. Bacher speaks of asceticism on the part of our Tanna and sees
a connection between his "whoever conquers his impulse", supra,
and our passage (Tannaiten I, p. 430). There is, however, no clear
sign of a sustained and programmatic asceticism as ethical ideal and
necessity for the attainment of salvation either with b. Zoma nor in
tannaitic culture of the second century. Whatever asceticism there
may have been in the first century was at best an elitist or optional or
emergency effort but never an ethical imperative the neglect of which
would entail eternal damnation. On the special asceticism (austerity)
of the scholar according to b. Azzai, however, see Appendix I, No. 10.
The asceticism described there is specific as to food, drink, clothing,
and posture, and the acquisition of Torah and honor. B. Zoma's sorite
speaks of a general total prohibition of some kind and a loss of eternity.
8. If b. Zoma's sorites is interpreted in the light of Greco-Roman
rhetoric, however, it can be shown that in form and content it seems
to reproduce a well-known and incisive Epicurean formulation of hedon
ism which is fought not only here but also in Greece and Rome.
Athenaeus, Deipn. VII. 280 a-b and XII. 546 e, Usener, fro 67,
preserves a passage from Epicurus' Peri telous :
ou yap EYWY€ Dvvat-tat voijaat TayaOov

1 aepatpwv t-tEv Tas- Ota XVAWV ~DOV&S,
'-I.
(',
,
(', '-I.
('
2 a'l'atpwv
OE TaS' ot osppoouruov,
I

3 aepatpwv DE TaS' Dt' aKpoat-taTwv,
' -I.
4 a'l'atpwv

(' ,

OE

,
(',
-I. (' I
I
TaS'
ota
t-t0P'l'''/S'
KaT '''.f.'
0'l'tV ,,/o€taS'
«tvrprei«,

D.L. X. 7 omits some words (which are marked by parentheses in the
following translation of Athenaeus) :

I myself, indeed, cannot conceptualize the Good
1 abstracting the pleasures of taste;
2 abstracting those of sex life ;
3 (abstracting) those of hearing;
4 (abstracting) those of form (in motion, delightful to the sight.)
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Cicero, Tusc. Disp. III. xviii. 41, explicitly announcing his role as a
translator of the original passage, offers a Latin version which is reason
ably literal, the repetitive keywords being detrahens eas quae (abstract
ing those which ... ) but preferring the order (1)-(3)-(4) and concluding
with a different item which, however, may be a euphemism for (2):
sive quae aliae voluptates in toto homine gignuntur quolibet sensu,
or other pleasures produced by whatever sense in the whole man. l3l
In xx. 46, Usener, fro 63, he prefers a shorter version. Epicurus is quoted
as being more explicit as to what pleasure is :
Taste, he says,
and the embrace of bodies,
and "shows" and song,
and forms by which the eyes are pleasantly moved.
This passage thus has the same order as Athenaeus' excerpts. In
xix. 46 the sequence is satirized: ... featherbed; ... harpist; ... platter
of balsam; ... sweet potion and food. It appears, still more sarcastic
and imaginative, in xviii. 43.132
Cicero's quotation in III. xviii. 41, supra, ended with the (circular)
syllogism that what remains after the abstractions of the senses is
the pleasure of mind which, however, cannot be true pleasure without
the hope of sensual (sense-bound) pleasures, experienced in freedom,
according to nature, and without pain. Q.e.d. 133 The Ciceronian text
mentions explicitly that all these are the original words of Epicurus
including this final reformulation of the summum bonum which goes
beyond Athenaeus' quotation. In other words, according to Cicero
Epicurus' formula -or a variant of it- once existed with the climactic
utterance at the end.
It thus seems that the statement of Epicurus and the sorites of b.
Zoma are reasonably close to one another. Both describe the possible
loss of man's highest goal with the aid of chainlike or enumerative
syllogisms. The climactic statements are last. 13 4 B. Zoma's last three
"seeing, touching, tasting", correspond to three of four items
in Epicurus' definition. The initial "peeking" and "entering" in the
Hebrew item may be introductory, a mise en scene, to put the would-be
hedonist into the "vineyard". There is no mention of hearing, perhaps
owing to the comparative lack of dangerous pleasures of hearing (enter
tainment) in Judaic culture. 135 The versions of Athenaeus and Cicero
in their brevity and fourfold epanaphora resemble that of b. Zoma in

links:
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its brevity and fivefold (or threefold) epanaphora (aphairan - detra
hens / CN').
The only remaining difficulty is the metaphor of the vineyard. Its
precise meaning and genesis can no longer be established with certainty.
It may simply stand for the "Garden" of the Epicureans, vineyards
being not unknown as the meeting places of the Sages or as metaphors
thereof in tannaitic culture. 136 The identity of this particular vineyard
would gradually unfold itself to the listener (or reader) from the context.
On the other hand, "vineyard" could be a direct metaphor for pleasure
because of the pleasantness of its grapes, just as it is in the fable of the
lean fox in the vineyard of Eccl. Ra bba on 5: 14 ." A man's" vineyard must
have been a later elaboration when perhaps the item was understood
ethically. It is missing in Seder Eliyahu Rabba. B. Zoma's sorites is thus
throughout a polemic against Epicureanism using the very elements of
its most forceful formulation.

Irn!l7:1~N '1' ':I:;) c'm'mn? 13
1N:l :I,n:l fN n:llV3C tl'i1?N rmu 14

~'D'C' ""DIt' ~'!l7:l 'l"lD",C N?N
"·[n'!l71U f~ n,!l7)U "D3:l' ['3p ?!l7] "D3:l:l
C''T'C?n? 'CN' !l71Z.";" " 1Di1
"INC'l 1:1'? 1?;'''
tl'?? C'C' (var. ";') ,;'W N?'1l

A CHRIA ON ABSENT-MINDEDNESS

Ben Zoma's possible leanings toward Greco-Roman rhetoric may
perhaps help to explain the obscure and difficult story of Genesis
Rabba II. 4 on Gen. 1 :7, Theodor-Albeck p. 17, and its less complete
parallels Tosephta lJagigah 2.6, ed. Lieberman, pp. 381£f. ; JT lJagigah
II. 1, 77a (ga, New York); and BT lJagigah 15a. 137
The text of Genesis Rabba will follow here. Only essential variants
are indicated.we Brackets enclose detail which may be of a later date,
as discussed throughout this section. Parentheses indicate additions
in English made for a better translation.
Ncn 1:1 l'!l7CIt' ;";' ,:1::
·Nmm'TC'!l7
'C,?It':I ?NIt' ,!l7lV';" "':I!l7
•,:I"lt';, N?' C'C!l7D' C!l7D
·m?';':I:I ,:I'It';' n'lU'?It':I
"fC'?l';' fNC, NC'll:1 '1 i1C" ,? 'CN
".', fNC N?" ,? 'CN
Y'N' C'CIt' '?!l7 'm 'T'!l7C" ,? 'CN
1N:l'C n '3'NW
"IC'?l';' fNC '3!l7''T,nlt''!l7
n'lVN':I ;'1t'!l7C:I 'n";, ?:lnOC"j ,? 'CN

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
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16
17
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.[C?'!l7:1 NC'l 1:1' 20
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Once 139 b. Zoma had been
standing.w' deep in thought.
R. Joshua passed by (and) greeted him
once and twice, and he did not answer him. w
The third time he answered him confusedly (or hurriedly),
(i.e.,) when he said "What's this, b. Zoma, whence (me'ayin)
do the feet (carry you) 1" 142
he said: "From Nothing (me'ayin) Nothing (is born)" (Epi
curus).143
He said to him: "1 adjure you by Heaven and Earth 144
1 shall not stir from here
until you let me know whence the feet (carry yoU)".145
Said he to him : ["1 contemplated Creation
and] there is between the Upper Waters
and the Lower (Waters) only two to three fingers' (breadth).">«
["and 'God's Spirit blew' is not written here
but 'hovered', i.e., like a bird 147 who flies and flaps
with his wings over his nest
and his wings do and don't touch."]
R. Joshua turned and said to the students:
"B. Zoma is (or has) gone".
[And hardly had a few days passed
and b. Zoma (was) in the (Other) World].

This story seems to derive from a Greco-Roman literary genre
-a brief anecdote or chria (XPfLU)- which ridicules the Sage as
absent-minded, impractical, or other-worldly, and demonstrates that
he contradicts his own principles in word or deed. This genre may have
had its origin in an early reaction against the Milesian school of philo
sophy or in the oppositon to a later "modernism", as, e.g., during
the Peloponnesian War, when the seer Diopeithes was able to pass a
law that forbade the discussion of astronomy and meteorology (directed
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against Anaxagoras). It may have, indeed, embodied the natural
reaction of the unlearned against the philosopher (or expert), as Plato
interpreted it. However this may be, it became finally part and parcel
of academic lore in Greco-Roman sophos literature and was preserved
and utilized by the very class that was the target of the wit of this genre.
I t cannot be denied, however, that the Greco-Roman philosopher had
established similar self-critical genres himself and the possibility
exists that the story of the absent-minded Sage was assimilated so
easily because of the existence of similar literary genres. The latter,
of course, are the final product of centuries of clashes between the dif
ferent philosophical schools which sharpened the wit, the aggressive
ness, and the attempt to catch the opponents at self-contradiction.
It is thus Thales, one of the early Seven Sages, who according to
D.L. I. 34, fell into a ditch 148 when being led out of his house by an
old woman so that he might observe the stars. Promptly he incurred
his companion's sarcasm: "You, 0 Thales, not being able to see the
(things) at the feet, the (things) in the sky you fancy to know f' 149
This chria is already referred to in Plato's Theaetetus 174a where it
is a Thracian (maidservant) before whom Thales, "astronomizing",
falls into a well, only to be scoffed at for his anxiousness to know
"the things in heaven (in the sky)", but "the things in front of him
and at the feet would escape him".150 To Plato, Thales is here the proto
type and leader (koryphaios, 173c) of the great philosophers (cf. 174a,
end) and not merely an astronomer. Of this task of the philosopher,
however, the search of "the earth beneath" and the "sky above"
(Plato quoting Pindar, ibid.) are part and parce1.lSl
Still wittier -using a double entendre- is a gnomic version in the
name of the Cynic Bion, one of the supposed creators of the diatribe,
c. 325 - c. 255, quoted by Stobaeus :152
Most ridiculous are the astronomers (stargazers) who do not see
the fishes at the feet 153 by the sea-shores but profess to see those in
the sky (i.e., the stellar constellationj.wIt is apparent from this item that the basic story generated further
attempts at such witty contrasts and word plays. Indeed, Plato himself
tried his hand at it. When commenting on our story he added the
thought that the philosopher -spending all his efforts on the question
what man is- hardly knows whether his next-door neighbor is a man
(or some other creature).155
An anecdotal version, likewise with Stobaeus, # 22, p. 8, ibid., seems
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to represent a collation of the Platonic and Laertian versions closer
to the former, in the name of Serenus. 156 Here Thales "rightly suffers",
for, while "ignorant of the (things) at the feet", he watches "the things
in the sky". (Ps.-)Maximus Confessor, 580-662, and Antonius Monachus
"Melissa", 11th-12th cts., under whose names much classical sophos
material has been collected, carry the last item almost verbatim. 1 5 ?
That this topos existed also in a variant in which it is applied to all
philosopher-astronomers is evident from Cicero's quotation of what he
identifies as Ennius' I phigenia in Republic 1. xviii. 30. This warning
or complaint concludes:
quod est ante pedes nemo spectat, scaeli
scrutantur plagas
what is before the feet no one observes,
they search the zones (double entendre
"snares" intended 1) of heaven
Similarly, D.L. VI. 28 applies our topic to the "mathematicians",
who gaze at sun and moon but overlook the things close by ("at the
feet", EV 7Toat... ).
Closer to the midrashic item in time or place are Lucian's novel
application of the topos to a figure of his plot in his bis accusatus 34,
Eusebius' use of Plato's Thales, Praep. evang. XII. 29. 4 (vol. 2,
p. 120, Mras; on Iamblichus see our n. 150), and Hippolytus' mention of
Thales in ref. omn. haer. I. i. 4 (p. 4, Wendland). All three continue
clearly the antithesis sky/feet:
Eusebius:
•.• EV ovpavijJ..•
Lucian:
..• avw ••.
Hippolytus : ••• EV ovpavijJ•••
~

/
/
/

7Tapa 7T68a,...

7TPO

,

EV

TOZV 7TOSOZV •••

,

7TOatv ...

At an earlier date Antipater of Sidon, fl. 130 B.C., had used it in an
epigram on a professional bird-chaser who gazes at what is in the
"ether" but does not notice a biting viper "at his feet" (Anth. Pal.. VII.
172).
All these examples of our topic do not account for numerous other
instances of its use without the catchword "feet" ; or mere allusions;
novel and derivative uses; and still more general applications to various
other groups of people. There are, finally, occurrences of the theme in
other literary media, especially the comedy. A farcical variant is intro
duced in Aristophanes' Clouds 225-233, where Socrates, "walking on
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air" contemplates the sun, readily admitting that involvement with
the earth prevents the search for things above. Remote derivative uses
are found with Menander and Dionysius the Elder (the Syracusan
tyrant),158 It is unlikely that any of these marginal uses could have
been the precise model for the talmudic passage. Yet the wide distribu
tion of the topic, even in fables, e.g., Aesopus No. 40, Perry (Halm
No. 78), in gnomologies, florilegia, and additional patristic sources,
makes the conclusion, presently to be made, more plausible.ws
The total profile of the Thales (or philosopher-astronomer) anec
dote includes then these motemes :
Philosopher-Astronomer-Sage,
preoccupied with celestial (-philosophical) matters,
not watching his feet ("the feet"),
suffers embarrassment,
is rebuked by someone (lowly person)
in form of witty antithetical (contrastive) statement (or question).
Occasionally: double entendre (Plato, Bion).
It is highly probable that a version of this literary syndrome was
the pattern for b. Zoma's encounter with R. Joshua.w, It seems thus
to be Zoma's preoccupation with celestial matters which prevents him
from recognizing or greeting his superior. Still in a trance he hears the
word me'ayin, "whence",161 which in Hebrew is homonymous with
"from nothing", and promptly, in a double entendre, quotes Epicurus'
"Nothing (N') from Nothing (rNO) ... " 162 R. Joshua's renewed entreaty,
repeating (or introducing for the first time according to Tos.) conspi
cuously the word "feet", triggers off b. Zoma's mysterious "reply"
that "between the Upper and the Lower Waters (between Heaven and
Earth) there is only two to three fingers' (breadth)."
In our texts the second answer is preceded by the apologetic
sounding words of b. Zoma "I was envisioning the Work of Crea
tion, l"l'lVN.,:J i1lU37~::1 '1"l"i1 1;l:)J"lO~ (lines 11-12). The fact, however,
that he was engaged in cosmic speculation is obvious from the Epi
curean quotation which is quasi-cosmological and almost always
connected with other Epicurean beliefs of this sort in rhetoric, lC3
and will become still clearer from b. Zoma's second answer. This brief
sentence on "the Work of Creation" may then quite well be a later
addition, especially since b. Zoma is still not quite awake (in contact
with reality) and unable to reply coherently. This impression is con-
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firmed by R. Joshua's concluding words "he is (still, r"'!,7, BT) gone".
The apology and the keyword "Work of Creation" may therefore be
an addition, probably made in order to give the story a more indigenous
flavor (cf. the Temple Mount as location in BT), unless it is already
the work of those who considered the item mystic-theosophic specula
tion of the kind collected in If agigah.
The literary form of this genre requires that Joshua has the last
word, and a word of ridicule or condemnation at that. As we have
seen this final word or phrase is quite frequently a double entendre
in Greco-Roman literature. It is not utterly impossible that this is
true, too, in the case of our tannaitic anecdote. Joshua's "Ben Zoma
is gone" may thus not only refer to his absent-mindedness but also in
dicate that he is insane. The same is true for the variant found in the
Tosephta, rm:::l~, "he is out" .164
That the occupation with celestial things by the astronomer and
physicist -perhaps also by the cosmologist-metaphysician... is useless
and even apt to cause insanity is acknowledged by Xenophon's Socrates,
Memorabilia IV. vii. 6, in reference to Anaxagoras, who occasionally
seems to have played the role of the unwordly Sage, cf. D.L. II. 7
(neglect of patrimony and public affairs) and (Ps.-)Plato, Hippias
Maior 283a and 281c. Similar things were told of Demooritus.iee,
However this may be, what then is the full meaning of b. Zoma's
reply regarding the small distance between the Upper and Lower Waters
(triggered off by the keyword "the feet") ~
One of Epicurus' main thrusts was directed against fear -fear of
myth, of irrational gods, even fear of an irrevocable fate such as directed
by the stars. He not only rejected astrology (together with the Provi
dence of the Stoics) but even astronomy, fearing that heavenly bodies,
obeying "perfect" eternal laws, could become again divine agents,
thereby threatening man's freedom and peace of mind. 166 In one well
known passage he totally contradicted the prevailing opinion of anti
quity by claiming that "the size of sun (and moon) and the heavenly
bodies is for us precisely what it appears to be (i.e., to the human eye)."167
Epicurus' extravagant teaching was used forcefully and at length
by Lucretius, v. 564-591; Philodemus, c. 110-40/35, readied it for
the rhetoricians.we It must have become one of the popular targets
of ancient anti-Epicurean ridicule 169 as is evident from Cicero who
used it at least three times in his works. l7O He added an important
element: "to him (Epicurus) it (the sun) is perhaps a foot 10ng",17l
and, again, "Small, indeed, it appears to us ! To me, as for one, about a
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foot long".172 The first Academica passage, apart from ironical questions
directed to Epicurus on his little sun, includes the express mention of
philosophical ridicule directed at Epicurus.
It thus seems that Epicurus' foot-sized sun is represented in our
talmudic story. The mention of "feet" by Joshua may have triggered
off b. Zoma's recollection of the Epicurean motif the keyword of which
was "foot" (or afforded to the author of the chria another opportunity
to make b. Zoma utter Epicurean stances).l73 Understandably, b.
Zoma's mention of the small size of heavenly dimensions had to be in
Hebrew terms 174 which excluded the use of the Greco-Roman "foot"
and necessitated its replacement by "fingers" 17~ or equivalents.ws
If this be so, b. Zoma's foot-sized sun "above" is the counterpart of
the feet "below", in accordance with the requirement of the genre
and parallel to the fishes of the sea-shore and the fishes as a constella
tionY7 B. Zoma thus knows about the foot-sized sun above but does
not know whence his foot (feet) had led him here below. Our story
differs from the pattern in that b. Zoma is shamed before a superior.
Yet, the students of R. Joshua before whom he castigates b. Zoma,
may be a vestige of the subaltern of the pattern story.
A striking proof for the correctness of the main lines of the analysis
ventured supra is offered by a passage in dialogue form in Lucian's
lcaromenippus 6-7. Lucian ridicules philosopher-scientists -some of
them short-sighted (weak-sighted; double entendre: obtuse? ap-fJAvwT
TOVTES)- who, nevertheless, measure the sun, etc. They know how many
ells (! 7TJ]XWV) lie between the sun and the moon but are ignorant of
how many stadia there are between Megara and Athens. Here are all
the ingredients of our syndrome: impractical celestial expert; ridicule;
contrastive statements on the above and the below; the minimal
measurements, adapted to the requirements of the new context. Of
course, neither Lucian nor the tannaitic author of our story are
necessarily responsible for combining the Thales motif with the Epi
curean measurement: both may have heard a current pattern story,
or Lucian may follow here as so often in the footsteps of the great
wit Menippus of Gadara. Furthermore, the Lucian parallel makes it
likely that b. Zoma is not portrayed as a gnostic in our story but as a
mere "astronomer-Sage", perhaps with Epicurean leanings.
It does not amount to an additional proof but is comforting to know
that the small measurement of the sun is also known in contempora
neous as well as later patristic sources. In his Apology, Aristides, a
contemporary of Hadrian, states that the sun is much smaller than the
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heaven, IV. 2, cf. VI. 1-3; and Theophilus, in the same second century,
in his letter to Autolycus, likewise declares the sun to be "a very small
heavenly body". Curiously, both writers do not fight this teaching
but accept it. 178. Tertullian, however, c. 150 - c. 230 disapprovingly
reports that Epicurus conceived of the sun as foot-sized (pedalem);
and Arnobius, around 300, has God denounce gainless and useless
investigations, such as, "whether the sun is larger than the earth or
measures only a foot across... 179
The meaning of the testimonial and brief exegesis of Gen. 1 :2,
"the Spirit of God hovered ... ", should not be blown out of proportion
and used to prove mystical inclinations on the part of b. Zoma, if the
passage is his at all. Its main burden seems to be the exegesis of the
verb ~n, as "hover", i.e., the demonstration that this hovering which
usually describes a certain reduced flight of birds that requires little
space, serves also in the biblical text as an indication of a narrow
space. 180 This exegesis does not necessarily include an express specula
tive belief of b. Zoma that the "Spirit of God was birdlike.vu It is not
utterly impossible that this exegesis is rather playful, i.e., added in
support of a portrayal of b. Zoma as a pedantic as well as absent
minded scholar.
The epilogue of b. Zoma's sudden death is not a part of the literary
pattern. Moreover, it does not fit an originally mild disapproval of
scholarly absurdity and the playfulness of the genre. It may represent
already the later mystical understanding of the story which transformed
it into a warning not to engage in dangerous speculation which can
threaten a man's life,182 or a somewhat earlier stage at which b. Zoma
seems to have been considered an actual Epicurean on the grounds of
the quotations, in the story, cf. the similar episode of the "Four Who
Entered Paradise" in BT Qagigah 14 b et al. (in which b. Zorna likewise
becomes insane and/or dies early, apparently also there considered to
be an Epicurean).183
It is, of course, impossible to determine with any degree of certainty
whether or not this strange meeting between Joshua and b. Zoma is
historical, since the use of a particular literary form, even a sterotype
such as a Sage anecdote, does not yet by itself indicate fiction. A true
event can easily be described by means of a literary convention. On
the other hand, it can be argued that no author would wish to invite
disbelief in a true story by writing it in a literary genre that serves
to transmit didactic-legendary material and is known as such. Neither
can the authenticity of b. Zoma's Epicurean-colored utterances be
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confirmed or denied. Still, it is likely that they have been supplied by
some of his detractors in order to make him look somewhat more
ridiculous, hardly for any true Epicureanism on his part but perhaps
for some other reason.rs-,
The use of the sophos as a model in a story with a moral is a technique
which gained momentum in post-Socratic philosophy with the decline
of the Greek polis which had served as such a model of demonstration
before, as, e.g., in Plato's Protaqoras, Gorgias, and the Republic. In
Judea the same phenomenon arises after the gradual erosion of political
sovereignty.tw Quite frequently this sophos-centered teaching intro
duced the anti-Sage, i.e., the tyrant, the boor, or the fool, in order to
put its lesson across. Yet the sophos class in either culture must have
finally acquired enough self-criticism and humor to prefer, occasionally,
to portray the Sage (or all the learned) in a negative light -regardless
of ths ultimate origin of this criticism. l8S A principal motif of such
self-criticism was the absent-minded Sage. IS7 Yet even this frequent
use of the Sage figure as a demonstration model of ethical values does
not totally exclude the possiblity of a historical basis for a few such
stories in the Greco-Roman and the Judaic cultures.
It is evident that b. Zoma is here the subject of such a "critical"
chria just because he belonged to this class of C"~:Jn -sophoi.iw On
the other hand, it is equally obvious that our story goes further than
the Greco-Roman pattern in that it makes the Sage utter two Epi
curean statements that "incriminate" him to a certain degree. This
deviation from the expected pattern, however, may be in line with
another group of talmudic sources in which b. Zoma, and frequently
together with him b. Azzai (and once Elisha b. Abuyah), are given a
lesser and ambiguous status, that of C"r.J:Jn "j"r.J"l'l, "Disciples of the
Sages,"l89 or merely "Disciples't.tw a fact which Talmud and Midrash
have tried to harmonize.wi Yet it is factual that b. Zoma and his
companion were never ordained, although their opinions were highly
esteemed and the Halakhah of the "twin" scholars is found in the
Mishnah as well as the Gemara. 192
In view of this situation and the foregoing analysis of b. Zoma's
total Midrash,193 a possible reason for his ambiguous position suggests
itself. He may quite well have resembled the Greco-Roman rhetor (in
behavior and/or method) to a certain extent and as such appeared
somewhat alien or odd (or even dangerous) to his more conservative
peers and other contemporaries. His haggadic teachings are Greco
Roman inspired to a considerable degree which makes his literary
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items longer and more structured than that of other 'I'ennaim.w
Moreover, much of the Haggadah of b. Azzai, his frequent co-author
and colleague in a number of statements, is distinguished by strongly
Epicurean-colored items 195 and by similar (yet fewer) rhetorical
characteristics. In an often quoted passage 196 b. Zoma is "the last
(i.e., probably, among the greatest) of the Darshanirn",197 and in some
sources he is so classified together with b. Azzai. 198 This little understood
term, given only to an extremely limited number of authorities, could,
in this early period, quite possibly have reference to his Greco-Roman
-influenced skill, extended to him by admirers and preserved in the
later tradition. Although his Halakhah is not essentially different
from that of other Tannaim, items of his, introduced by the phrase
"they asked b. Zoma", and vaguely chriic in character.ws are compara
tively numerous and distinguished by great exegetical acumen.
One interpretation of his which made the recitation of the "Exodus
from Egypt" a requirement also "by night", 200 found the enthusiastic
approval of Ele'azar b. Azariah, and the latter's endorsement became
part of the liturgy of the Eve of Passover ritua1. 201 Yet it is not impos
sible that even this popular item is not entirely free of Greco-Roman
influence.ws
It is not necessary to see in the statement "this is one of the biblical
passages (by or on) which b. Zoma shook the world" (referring to a
difficulty in the text of Gen. 1.7) 203 an indication of Greco-Roman
speculations on water as the primeval matter and ancient myth
related thereto,3D4 or unknown esoteric Rabbinic lore,2Ds since the
phrase "shook the world" may merely emphasize his boldness and
acumen in pointing out difficulties in the basic biblical text --cf.
the variant reading of the Septuagint ad loc.- or his ability to posit
aporiae, a must for the Sage in both cultures.ws Even if the root lUl.7'
may here not yet have the additional acoustic connotation which it
possesses in medieval and later Hebrew, it still seems to refer to his
rhetorical eloquence and forcefulness if not shrillness.w? Such epi
thets based on the technical and intellectual proficiency of Greco
Roman philosophers and rhetoricians are quite frequent in rhetorical
literature. They are found, e.g., in most of the biographical sketches
that accompany the doxographic sections of Laertius' Lives, coined
by the compiler himself or representing, occassionally, traditional by
names. We find thus a Stoic by-named "Siren" -D.L. VII. 160
and the Epicureans are cited for their "Siren-like" power of persua
sion. 2Ds Because of his eristic aggressiveness Alexinus was nicknamed
Elenxinus (D.L. II. 109).
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It is then possible that b. Zoma's very persuasiveness and Greco
roman manners are criticized in our story by putting Epicurean slogans
in his mouth, and disavowed and "ridiculous" ones at that. These
slogans, of course, deal with "physics" not because b. Zoma was a
dangerous heretical speculator but because the structure of the literary
genre in question required an astronomer-coemologist.w! B. Zoma's
main interest, on the contrary, seems to have been centered around
ethics, manners, and social culture like so much of Greco-Roman
rhetoric. The Story of the Four, BT lfag., et al., however, may have
taken some (meta-)physical utterances of b. Zoma as a sign of truly
heretical Epicurean speculation and added him as the speculating type
to the other three types of Epicureans. In fact, our very Thales-b,
Zoma chria may have been the catalyst. Such cases of mistaken iden
tification of playful, parodistic, or satirical items and their use as
factual events are extremely frequent in the Greco-Roman culture.sw
The existence of this phenomenon in a highly humor-conscious as
well as scholarly culture, such as the Greco-Roman one, makes such
a parallel in the tannaitic-Judean one more plausible, especially since
there seem to be other cases of this sort in the cynicizing talmudic
material.su The final interpretation of the Thales-b. Zoma chria by
which it became didactic teaching which warns of the dangers of
indigenous mystical-theosophic speculation must have taken place
prior to the codification of this material in the Tosephta section of
lfagigah in amoraic times. m .
It must remain a matter of speculation whether b. Zoma's lack of
ordination was somehow connected with this rhetorical make-up of
his, i.e., whether he preferred the rhetorical aspects of the Sage's
activity by choice and did not strive to obtain ordination or whether
the Sages hesitated to endorse him fully because of his ways. Perhaps
the tradition of his early death is not entirely inauthentic: he may
have died too early to obtain ordination and thus traditions on the
reason of his premature death came into being. 213
In his teachings b. Zoma was, of course, quite "orthodox". Even
in his preference for Greco-Boman styles and techniques he (and his
associate b. Azzai) must have differed from the other scholars of his
time only by degree, since much of the academic and literary procedure
in Judea was also reasonably close to Greco-Boman culture. In any
society, however, slight esthetic and technical differences between
individuals or groups loom frequently larger than essential ones.
R. Zoma's rhetoric, finally, reflects (indirectly) the contribution
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of a number of Greek philosophical schools and movements. This
mixture was, of course, already found with Greco-Roman rhetoric
and, although differing from writer to writer, and probably from
rhetor to rhetor, had a certain stability produced not only by the
technical aspect of this discipline but also by the common ideal of the
sophos. Among the ingredients of this mixture were Platonic, Cynical
and Stoic elements combined with various amounts of pro- or anti
Epicureanism.w- and some Pythagorean, Skeptic, and minor other
materials.s» If this be called eclecticism, it was developed in Greco
Roman rhetoric prior to its use in Judaic culture, but it was a service
able and communicable mixture on a high ethical level. B. Zoma,
and like him others who were rhetorically inclined, made selections
from this material on the grounds of an indigenous monotheistic
transcendental tradition 216 and an ample indigenous regulatory law,
and could thus afford the adoption of an attractive, semi-technical
system in support of probably unshaken basic beliefs.

